"Addenda" Exposed Shower

Many homes still lack the convenience of a shower bath. Many families long for this advantage, but feel that a shower bath is beyond their means. Few realize that a shower is on the market which can be fitted to their present tub without construction expense—a shower which is really a permanent installation, yet requires only minutes to install—a shower which in mechanical operation is precise and simple—in appearance is glistening and attractive, and most important, is reasonable in cost. The Crane Addenda is this shower.

Does Your Home Have a Shower?

INSTALL A CRANE "ADDENDA"

- Can be fitted to any built-in bath tub.
- Can be installed in a few minutes.
- Involves no changing of pipes or walls.
- Makes a permanent installation.
- Is fully automatic with only one moving part.
- Is low in cost.
- Is regularly equipped with Refreshor Easy-Clean shower head.

"Refreshor" Shower Head

The Refreshor is a new departure in shower head construction, being smaller in size with no perforations in face of head, eliminating clogging.

No tools are required for cleaning—turning face with thumb lugs opens head so all foreign matter can be flushed out.

Refreshor consumes only about one-half the water of an ordinary head, thus reducing water heating bills.

COSTS LESS TO BUY . . . .
LESS TO MAINTAIN

HOMES, CLUBS, HOTELS, Y.M.C.A.'S AND INSTITUTIONS USE AND ENDORSE THE "REFRESHOR"
**C 4950-CVF**
Corner type curtain rod with Vogue Federal curtain, a water repellent mildew-proof washable curtain that will brighten any bathroom.

**C 4962-EVV**
Recess type curtain rod with Vogue Victorian curtain. Similar in texture to the Vogue Federal. Either can be furnished in different color combinations. White duck curtains can be furnished at less cost.

**“Refreshor” Head**
Closed for Shower
Note individual, non-intersecting streams with the same spread as an ordinary shower.

**“Refreshor” Head**
Open for Cleaning
A turn of the lugs on the face, and the head is thoroughly flushed.

**“Deviator” Spout for “Addenda” Showers**
Section of Deviator spout showing transfer valve position with water flow to tub.

Section of Deviator spout showing transfer valve position with water flow to shower.
“Refresbor” Head
Closed for Shower
Note individual, non-intersecting streams with the same spread as an ordinary shower.

“Refresbor” Head
Open for Cleaning
A turn of the lugs on the face, and the head is thoroughly flushed.

“Deviator” Spout for “Addenda” Showers

Section of Deviator spout showing transfer valve position with water flow to tub.

Section of Deviator spout showing transfer valve position with water flow to shower.
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